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The ‘convergence’ of light and video

has long been a buzzword, but the rapid

progress of LED technology in particular

has meant that the past 12 months has

seen the true emergence of video as an

integrated and indispensable element

of stage entertainment - in live touring,

on television and at events worldwide.

Geny Caloisi reports for L&SI on how

video is now a linchpin of 21st century

entertainment production . . . 

The Rise and Rise of Video . . .
A live show that doesn’t use video as part of

its set is almost unthinkable today.

Technology improvements in screen

designs and - particularly in LEDs, but also

in projector brightness and contrast and

powerful media mixing and playback

platforms - have helped to elevate video as

a totally integral and indispensable part of

shows.

Over the past 10 years, the incorporation of video
on live stages has grown exponentially. Video
directors now play a key part in the show
production process, working closely with lighting
directors to achieve the perfect balance between
lighting the scene and wowing the audience with
the video content.

We are not just talking about big rock concerts
here. Corporate events, sports competitions, TV
sets and theatre performances are all using it. 
The visual content on screens can create
unforgettable spectacles and change the way
lighting and space is used. 

LED technology has particularly advanced in
recent years offering a plethora of options.
Screens can be curved; they can have irregular
borders; they can be used in daylight where
projection and lighting would be futile. They also
come in a variety of resolutions, which means that
they can be adapted according to the need. They
can even be semi-transparent, giving the option to
use lighting through and behind the screens.
Christie’s MicroTiles, launched recently at ISE in
Amsterdam, combine both LED and projection

technology to offer even more power and
flexibility.

XL Video has grown alongside the entertainment
industry’s live video boom. The company’s Chris
Saunders says that show designers have now
completely embraced video as a visual resource
that can be used on floors, walls or ceilings.
“While before, some rock bands might have used
their promo video on a small screen during 
a show, today video is being used to drastically
change the look and style of the stage,” he says.

David Crump, managing director of specialist
solutions provider CT London, agrees: “Video and
interactive technologies have become more and
more important. In many shows today, virtually the
whole set is made using video display technology
of one sort or another.”

L&SI readers will have seen many good examples
of this. Cast your mind back to Eurovision 2009
(L&SI July 2009), or the scintillating set for 
X-Factor (L&SI December 2009) or to U2’s
spectacular 360° tour (L&SI August-September
2009). Sam Pattinson, founder and head producer
of Treatment Studios, worked closely with Willie
Williams, U2 360° tour director and designer, to
create the content for the international tour. 

Pattinson said: “Video is a small part of a big
operation in shows like this, but on stage it
becomes very prominent. Video adds production
value for the audience.”

Video is an integral part of U2’s circular stage for
360°. The stage design, also known as “The

Clockwise from top left: 

The 2009 X-Factor set; the Eurovision
2009 set; The ATP tennis finals at the
London O2 Arena, supplied by CT
London; Video and LED centre-stage on
U2’s record-breaking 360° Tour, supplied
by XL Video.
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